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Chapter One. What is Humanistic Interviewing?

111 What is it to be a humanistic being?

Feelings About Yourself And Others

The Five Criterias For Becoming A Humanistic Interviewer

The Growth Index
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2.

A hum nisticinterview is.a special kind of conversation

111
where there is an intent by either the interviewer or.partici-

pant to focus on their respondent as a person of growth rather

than as an object of inquiry (cr case study). Therefore, an

interview is a.ore than an opportunity to "sell yourself.... When-

ever a person is in the process of "selling" they are treating

their selves as objeCts. However, if an interviewer accepts

this selling tactic, he is therefore approving objectivity. Hu-

manistic Interviewing is a cluster of beliefs and skills that

both interviewer and participant can utilize. There is an empha-

sis upon "both" since not all interviewers are humanist and

not all participants are alike. To achieve humanistic rAaults -

it takes two! Remember, because you are humanistic or wishing

to be, do not expect others to share your philosophy.

As a protest against Behavioral Interviewing principles,

Humanistic interviewing attempts to

1. regard the participant as a proactive being-using

the self as an instrument-a process of bedoming; rather than a

reporting stimuli of one's behavior in terms of observable,re-

sponses and stimuli that immediately occurs after a response

(under conditions that are controled).

2. develope techniques and principles; rather than

spend greater amounts of tima on bias reduction.

3. spend more time in applying psychological princi-

ples to the environment; rather than be concerned with labora-

tory control methodologies.

What is it to be a humanistic being?

To be humanistic is something not to be studied but to be

experienced. Every person to some extent is humanistic; but to

be fu4ily humanistic y)u "u2t be to learn. to grow, to

feel, .re be sensitive within and outside yourself, and to real-

ize and understand your own uniqueness as well as the unique-

ness of others. From birth, we all to some extent have been

trained to hold back our emotions: Yen should not show emotions

8



in public or private (such as crying) while women, the so-call-

ed "weaker sex" (hai) having no will or control, oan show their
emotions. "We" also have been trained to mind our own business

not become involve*. Just answer this question: If you
saw-, lady being attacked while no police were in sight, would

you or:: ze a nearby group of pedestrians to come to her aid?

To be humanistic, you should assume the responsibility

for your ideas and feelings - so start saying "Ii "me," and
"my." TO start, this author will now use "I" rather than follow

the more conventional style of writing - "we."' "I" feel that

you should say "I," for °I" care for yotand want you to grow.

To ba humanistic, try to use your feelings as a tool for

communication. After rapping with a camper, the head counselor

came over to me and said, "Steve, if you want to be sincere in

what you say and want the camper to know, just put your arm

around his shoulder. In order to be personal, you must behave

personal." It worked - I was able to show what I felt. It's

hard to show your feelings since you were trained from birth to

111 refrain. But-in order for a conversation to have meaning, you

must put meaning.in what you say. Feelings are central for,

growth to occur .-. when you are aware of yDur feelings and ideas

(or in-tune with your feelings), then you are in the process of

becoming sensitive to oneself as well as to others. "Sensitiv-

ity" comes from the word "sensory" which means "feelings."

What I sense

What I think

am sensory aware (sensitivity)

Applying your feelings to a conversation is not easy to

learn. Feelings like other activities, are learned by modeling -

thethe understanding of oneself through the process of observing

another's entire behavior. Many people, especially students of

of psychology, associate modeling with Behaviorism. Even though

Behaviorists do use the principles of modeling, it is basically

a Humanistic process. Remember, Behaviorism is basically the
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psychology of elements while Humanistic is the psychology of

111 wholeness. Therefore, what seems to be a Behavioristic proc-
p

ess is really quite Humanistic`. I will not go into modeling

since there are many books solely on this topic due to the

efforts of Behavioral interests.

Before going deeper into feelings, I would like to first

state briefly an important concept in:humanistic,interviewing

immediacy. Imnediacy is the on-going proces6 of being real

within an interaction or "what is really going on between the

two of us?" Remember feelings (as well ss emotions) are not

straight forward concepts but rather tric,iy networks of sensory

interactions.

Feelings About Yourself And Others

When was the last time you talked to yourself? Come on

now - admit it! Everybody talks to themselves; ,th.ere is rnth-

ing,Nnronz with it, Arld ,Any. .y it ::.;3 a natural process whiCh you

can not stop. OR, try not to.think It is impossible! Talk-

ing to ;%,ourself is an on-going process. However, when was the

last time you talked with yourself. Talking to oneself is a

one way line of communication whereby yoU are telling y'ur con-

scious self some-message. For example, you are walking down a

street and you see a beautiful girl who is well built and you

say to yourselff*"Oh, what a great .look-ia, chick!" ':You are

now communicating tc y.ur conscious self this information(trans-

faring sensory to verbal information channels). However, if you

later say, "Yes, she is good lookin, but my gal is ten times

better," you are talking with yourself. Talking with yourself

is producing a conversation where -as you are receiving outside

information and relating it to your needs, wants, desires, etc.

It is a two -way communication link. What I feel about myself..

. I feel with myself.

Self-concepts are those perseptions you haVe aboUt your-

111 self: hOw I see myself, However, how one sees themselves. is

1 0



based on one's beliefs and how others effect our beliefs. Since
man in general is a social animal, what others say or do does
make an impact on how he behaves.. Asking the cuestion "Who am
I? is not enough to really know oneself. "Who am I in this
situation (or experience)?" is a more important question. You
must constantly ask questiOns in order to knoW your "real" self.
Knowing yorself should be a time consuming portion of yJur,daily,
living. If you do not know yourself, then you can not grow to
be a fully functioning person with uniqueness of recognition.
By not knowing yourself, you can not be a4self-actualiiing (a
person who strives for fulfillment) person. As an interviewer,
You must know yournAlf in order to know others. However, more
importantly, You:should understand yourself, your needs,. your
wants, your debires, and your ambitions. When you fully under-

_ stand yourself, you will then learn and grew out of your daily
living. Throughout my interviewing career, I have asked myself,
ten questions repeatedly to help my own self-aAareness. I now
would like to share them with you:

1. Who am I(in this situation)?
2. What am I trying to accomplish?

3. Do I like myself now...then?
4. ,What did I like best about myself in that situation? /
5. What did I like least about myself in that situation?
6. What impact was there in communicating with other52_----
7. Were my needs fulfilled ?

8. How much of the day was I by myself?

9. How long did I think with myself?
1G. If I could do anything over, what would it be?

Remember these are my daily questions that I ask "with" myself
to understand myself and were'tailorad for my needs. When you
ask yourself qUestions,,have them tailored to your needs. Ask-
ing the right questions can make all'the difference. It does not
take any deep psycylotherapy or,meditation to understand your
needs, your desirSIdi, as well as yourself. By realizing what

you say, how you say it to .others and how others react to yoUr

11
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.remarks, you are indeed making some attempt to understand your:-
\

self. By organizing your thoughts and feelings and checking

for any irrational thoughts, you are creating a climate of self

understanding.. One statement can such up the whole concept of

the self: YOU ARE THE SOLE AUTHORITY OFYOUR SELF.

I have noticed throughout my years an increasing amount of

people meditating. To be a fully humanistic self, one needs

not to meditate. Understalding oneself and Meditgtion are not

the same. For one thing, understanding oneself Is an on-going

process which occurs when you are expell.encing a situation

which has great importance to you. 'Meditation occurs-' everyday

a- at a point of the day chosen by yourself and not related to any

type of exparience(s). Understanding oneself is done as an in-

teraction process,between yourself and the environment. Medi...

tation only involves yourself and not the environment. Self-
,

understanding is an active-exhaustive process whereas medita-

tion might be exhaustive but pabeive. To bo humanistic, you

must be willing to get and be involved with others. There are

more differences but I feel these are enough to make:my point:

if you want to understand yourself, you must interact in theGen-

vironment in which you want o be active in.

In order for you to derstand yourself,,you should, have

an awareness of the self as'well as for others. Self-awareness

comes through-A deep understanding of yourself. After develop-
,

tag a selfconcept, you will be ready to observe and understand

others. I stress "understand" so not to confuse this with anal-
.

yais. Other- awareness is concerned-with your understanding .

°there in reilatiOn to their total beings. When anali',Ang others,

you are understanding other8 by redUcing them to' .elements. Anal-

ysis is a process involving deep leverthinking and deep level.

training.- Understanding others as total beings is no more than

being aware, that those you recd' nise as models have impact on

your behavior. Other-awareness does not require.deep though*'or

'deep 'level training to put into practice.

when you see yourself and others in positive ways, you will

bi/i\able,o understand yourself and others as people of worth.

`'Self4steMe Is the on-going process of geeing oneself in-essen-''

s",
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tually positive ways, whil$ other-esteme is the on-going pro-

., cees of seeing others in essentually positive ways. It is not

easy to think of "urselves and others in positive ways. Con-

oepts such as "Original Sin," "There is some good in every-

body," and "Seeing is believing" all have one underlining theme -

man has to proove himself to be good* Myths understating that

"boys are little deveils," and "girls are made of spice" do not

help looking at oneself in positive ways either. Suspition and

mistrust have evolved from.hese myths and are shared by many

a being the truth. In order' to have self-esteme and other-

esteme, you must realize that what.you were\raised to believe

about these myths have no premise. Tan is not born evil; he is

born human) How he behaves according to your beliefs will make

him egood" or "evil" in your eyes. Try to be pOsitive when

dealing, with you/I:self and others.

In order for you to get to know another person, you both

must be willing to be self-disclosing. Self-disclosure may be

defined as the sharing with another person how you feel about

that statement, issue, or event you just have said or done.

Self-disclosure does not mean revealing some secret or intimate

confession of your past experience. The key word in this de-

finition is *feel." By feeling some relevant past experjenos,

you need to be'open and real (honest, authentic, genuine).

People who gossip have no need for these qualities, since their

main purpose isjust to disclose facts. Therefore self-dis-

closure is a risk taking experience that will help clarify LNt%

---0a are reacting a specific way by revealing some prior ex-

perience(s).

As an interviewer, you need to understand and use self-

disclosure as a way of providing in-depthness to an interview.

Thus,
1. self-disclosure will occur when a person respects,

trusts, and knows the other person (people should not self-dis-

close when meeting for the first time) and vice versa;

2. the more self-disclosure you are willing to imitate

(if condition one is found to be satisfactory), the more likely



tie participant will respect you as a person of worth; and

3. an increase of self-disclosure will stimulate in-

crease of self-disclosure of the other in a non-threatening

atmosphere.

Also, I have found that interviewer qualities such as

flexability, adaptability, and openness produdes an increase

awareness to self-disclosure. You must realize that as an in-

terviewer you can only self-disclose if the situation calls

for it. That is,if a person responds to your self-disclosure,

then you might continue it. If a person does not respond,

then drop it. It should be obvious that themore self-dis-

closure one initiates the more in-depthness the interview be-

comes. Research, job, and training interviewers (for example)

may find no need to self-disclose since most of the time the

participant and interviewer are strangers.

Before even starting to be humanistic, you must first have

confidence in yourself. Gaining confidence in what you say or

do is essential and should never be overlooked or underrated.

Confidence is that honest and free expression of oneself in

some expectation of being accepted by the receiver(s). To be

confident all the time is just not human, since at one time or

another we have all experienced some form of rejection. As I

wrote erlier, it takes two to produce humanistic results! As

confident as I am, I must depend on the receiver to accept

what I say or do as being the real me. If the receiver rejects

what I say or do, then I must re-evaluate my beliefs. If I can

not find any rational reason for my rejection, then I will ex-

perience self-doubt. It is my self-doubt that will avoid my

being overconfident, since I will be constantly in contact with

my beliefs. However, if I overdramatize my fear of rejection,

I will experience a fear to be with others (isolation). Thus,

to avoid all of.these fears, I must be in-tune and in-touch with

my feelings and beliefs - I must engage in feedback.

Feedback, ,is an on-going self-disclosing process whereby a

person reacts to another's behavior (other-disclosure). Since,

feedback enables a person to receive additional information in

a non-threatening climate, the interviewer must be confident

14
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that the person receiving the feedback will not becom» defensive.

A way of avoiding defensiveness is to just describe rather than
judge the behavior of the person. Emphasis should be given to
the description of behavior. By being concise when describing

the behavior, you will not be attacking the. personality of the
individual. People are most sensitive about their total person-
ality rather than one aspect of their behavior. Also keep in
mind that when you give feedback, your concern_is on "what" has

been said, and not the "why." Remember, you are describing not

judging (or analy412.) the behavior. For fsedbacK to be most

effective the interviewer should relate the other-disclosing be-
havior to the here-and-noW.

Self-Disclosing Other-Disclosing (feedback)

Uncovering how your

behavior affects you.

1t

Uncovering how the behavior

of another affects you.
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The Five Criterias For Becoming

A Humanistic Interviewer

A Iuma)kstic Interviewer should perceive the participant as an

individual of personal warmth and growth, rather than juste

another case study.

A Humanistic Interviewer shDuld perceive the participant as a

person with self-asperations and goals, rather thin a per-

son fulfilling the goal of the project or interviewer.

A Humanistic Interviewer should be ay.are of how the participant

perceives him and not interested in stereotyped roles.

A Humanistic Interviewer should identify with the participant's

strengths rather than avoiding them.

A Humanistic Interviewer should be confident of his own strengths

and recognize these strengths for further gro.,th, rather than

be confident knowing the interview goals.

16
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The growth Index

The followine, rating itemg of -thp here -end -now index might help

you to quantify your level of growth. Try to be as honest as

possible when rating this index - it is only for your own use!

1. Do I know who I am?

1 2 3 4 5 C

I am I am no
not sure very sure

2. To I have an impact on others?

1 2 3 4 5 C

not highly no
aware aware

3. Do I have a senseof self-identity?

1 2 3 4 5

weak strong
sense sense

0

no

4. km I aware what I am?

1 2 3 4 5 0

weak strongly no
awareness aware

5. Do I have any sense of self-respect

1 2 3 4 5 0

weak strong no
sense sense

6. How much do I self disclose?

17- 2 -3- 4-- 5

not very very no
much much

7. How much do I accept my strengths and weaknesses for what

they are?

1 2 3 4 5 0

not very very no
much much

17



8. How much do I

2

not very
much

9. How much do I

1 2

not very
much

1C. Row sensitive

1 2

not very
sensitive

say the word

3 4 5

very
much

"feel" with people

3 4 5

very
much

um I with myself?

3 4 5

very
sensitive

in daily living?

no

in daily livink?

C

no

C

no

12.

Now, total your scores and see the Growth Index Quantative Chart

below.

C-20 pts.

21-30 pts.

31-45 pts.

46-50 pts.

in the awareness of growth

in the process of growth

much growth

over confidence
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Chapter Two. What is an Interview?

Two -way: An Exchange Of Information

"RICH"

Conversation: By Verbal And Nonverbal Cothmunication

Specifio Purposes In Order To Solve Some Purpose

19
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ft interview is x two-wa conver ation with a 2.acific purpose.

Thus an interview is

an exchange of

information

by verbal and

nonverbal

communication

in order to solve some

purpose.

Two -Way: An Exchange Of Information

What one calls "an exchange of information," others call

"communication." The basis of all interviews is communication.

Not only do sq" exchange information overtly, but "I" also com-

municate within myself. The basic difference between man and

Ilklower animals is man can converse within himself or "talk to

himself." Communication occurs when I send a message (verbal

or nonverbal) to another person with the intent of that person

responding. A highly simplicit illustration follows with ex-

treme caution to its oversimplification.

Person A

Phase 1 sender

v.-receiver

Phase 3 Ilsenaer

channel Person B

-) receivert7

sender '4- Phase 2

-; receiver

The problem in analyzing this oversimplification is the assump-

tion that communication is a one channel cause and effect re-

lationship. If communication is just a pure cause and effect

process, there would be no interation. Remember:

Communication is a constant (always changing) process

which involves verbal as well as nonverbal modes of

behaviCr.

20
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-Jrhus communication is a cpmplicated intorpersDnal process where

411 the comunicater is both sender 'Ind receiver.

Phase 1

Person A channals Person B

sender- 4=' receiver-

receiver _ _ --; sender

receiver- * sender- Phs3e 2,
_

sender receiver

Phase 3 sender-

receiver

(Key: verbal

receiver-_
_ -- sender

; nonverbal

Sending Effective Messages:

The key to communication and sending effective messages is

to understand maanines. Meanings are man-made relationships

which

you would make between some symbol (verbal/nonverbal) and

IIIhow you interpret that symbol. .

Your Meaning = Symbol + Your Interpretation

The fact that meanings constantly change, many times interpret-

ed without reason, and relate to personal aspects of relation-

ships produces a complex interaction between symbal and your

interpretation. Thus, meanings do not have a single use. Be-

cause of "my" concern with this complex interation, I formulat-

ed 'RICH" (Responsibility - Information - Channel - Harmony).

Being a humanistic interviewer is not easy-not only must

you at human, you must be human. "RICH" is a series of prin-

ciples that will hopefully produce effective messages, and

thus grow as a communicator- the first step to becoming a human-

istic interviewer.

A basic focus of "RICH" is to ask questions. Never be

embarrased, ashamed, or affraid to ask another person what he

means by a word or phrase(s). Without clarity, a conversation

is at a lost.

21
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"RICH"

RICH (Responsibility - !Information - Channel - Haraony)

consists of a series of reminders for you to send effective

mess..ges.

R (Responsibility): "I" should always be responsible for

what "I" say as well as what "I" do!

One way of taking responsibility is to use personal rro-

nouns such as "I;' "me," or "Ly" to express your feelings and

your beliefs. For example, We like ice cream" might express

the belief that you as well as others like ice cream However,

being in a group does not put the spotlight on you. If you

said, "I like ice cream," then you are taking a stand; therefore

you - as a person of worth and importance - are stating how you

feel about your Is.ief. Manv people tend to express their be-

liefs in terms of group behaviors By deelasizing your own be-

liefs, you are socially conforming. There is nothing wrong in

conforming withir grodps, however, you should not conform to

the extreme of loosing your self-identity.

I (Information): By providing additional information, my mean-

ingjor message) should be as specific and complete as

possible!

Remember the equation: Your Meaning = Symbol + Your Inter-

pretation. Well lets put this equation to practice! tteanings

depend on how you feel about yourself as well as to the receicer.

Symbols and Your Interpretation constantly change and involes

the personal dimensions of behavior.' Not only must yJu relate

your meaning to the "I" contex of thought, but you-must also re-

cognize the receivor's attitude about y>urself. This is some-

times called the "credibility of the sender." For eXaiple, in

order for you to be an expert, the receiver as well as yourself

must recognize you as an expert. The same goes for trustwor-

thiness. The receiver must perceive the sender as trustful as

411
yell as the sender must'porceive himself as trustworthy.. If

2
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an interviewer wants to be recognized as an interviewer, he as

well as the reoeiver must recognize his udction as interview-

er. Remember - it takes two to produce Humanistic results!

C (Channel): I should always try to use more than one communi-

cation channel.

Verbal ap well as nonverbal communication sh.dd be used

as well as interpreted when relating with others. Body language,

speech lags, Mn3,AriLin.3 analysis, and lipreading are all forms

of channels. By.using various channels, your messages will de-

velop a clearer interpretation.

H (Harmony): I should let my verbal and nonverbal expressions

harmonize.

Can you imagine a person smiling saying "I feel sad today"?

Well, it happens all the time. Paople are not aware that they

are even doing it. Your sveech and your emotions are two dif-

erent things. Speech is a conscious part of you while emotions

are less conscious - many times automatic. So make sure that

what you-say-is actually what you feel - and more importantly

what you feel, you will say!

Conversation: Verbal And

Nonverbal Communication

An interview is not only a verbal exchange of feelings,

ideas, and opinions between two-or more people, but involves

all of our senses:

--r TAI A
Ei s'j

6.c4
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How many times did you attend an interview where the inter-

viewer told you or evaluated your beliefs or feelings. In

humanistic interviewing, the participant tells the interview-

er their thoughts and feelin;s. Thus a humanistic interview-.

er describes his participant3 responses rather than evaluate

them. Many people quite often confuse the word "description"

and "evaluation." A description confirms what a person actu-

ally did while an eValuation judges the person's actions.

A humanistic interviewer not only treats but actually believes

that each and every person is an individual of growth, worth,
.r.

and respect. Judgment therefore would only dehumanize the

interviewing processes and create a climate of "I'll tellwou,--

You don't tell me!" By describing a situation ycu are telling

as it is! For example -

"John swims quite frequently."

"John swims 5 laps/day."

In the phrase "John swims quite freqUently,p the person is com-

menting (evaluating) to the degree of John's swimming based on

his criteria- thus a judgment. However, when he says "John

swims 5 laps/day," he is stating a fact based on what has re-

alistically occured.

A forthcoming section ("suggestions For Creating,Humanis,-

tic Rapport") will include additional tips on verbal+ nonver-

b2l communication as applied to humanistic interviewing.

Specific Purpose: In Order To

Solve Some Purpose

An interview is a two-way conversation with a specific

Purpose and not"just a social conversation - many times lacking

a purpose!

11`



Relationships

Social

1- A two-wav conversation may

be initiated by either per-

son for various reasons -

common experience, compan-

ionship, etc.

2- Usually, in social rela-

tionships the partici?pants

have some similar points of

interests-backgrounds-his-

torical, class; political

interests, occupations, etc.

tuch a' conversation must

have-the cooperation of

both.individua partici-

pating on an equal plane

of reality.

4- Roles are designated by

social norms.

ie: iother, father, TV

repairman.

5- GoAsip; exchanging jokes,

stories+ideas, and other

forms of communication are

.directed and guided by

both parties.

6- How long a social relation,.

p lasts 4spends on, the

participants and can not be

predicted nor encouraged.'

19.

Interview

The interviewer initiates the

interview for the sole purpose

of providing;- receiving,

fluencing and/or motivating

information

The interviewer and partici-,

pant have no common pts. of

interests and if they do, it

is because of coincidence

rather than actuality.

Such a conversation many times

does not have the cooperation

of the participant and not re-

lating on equal planes of re-

.ality.

Roles are designed bi,the in-

terviewer in an environment

most familiar with the inter-

viewer and less familiar for

the participant.

ie: therapy roles

The interviewer 'guides ani

many times directs the inter-

view.

How-long an interview relation -

ship ltists depends on when the

task or goaLis completed. Many

timee;-the time for ending a re-

lationship can be predicted and

is definitely encouraged.



Most interviews have basically three characteristics:

20.

1. 'A clearly defied objective (purpose).

2. Some plan as to-achieving these objectives.

3. A humanistic rapport between theinterviewer and the

p°rticipant.
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As I wrote earlier, an interview is a two-way conversa-

tion with a specific purpose. Just to list all the reasons.

IIIpeople utilize interviews would result in writing a book of
purposes. Aninterview is an "exchange of information" tool

that can have basically four general purposes depending on

what type of information you want to know. Thusr.an inter-
Aewer may _want tp provide, receive, influence, z,d/or motiv-ate the participant.ti

Probably when you were reading such words as "Provide,"

"receive," "influence," and "motivate," such thoug
9

hts as "cold

wordst "mechanistic," and "cut- and -dry" might have Ueen run-

ning through your mind. There is more to interviewing than

just an "exchange of information." Comlunication, meaning,

aid "Rich",are all part of the interviewing process too. So

why the "cold" words? To proove two points:

Point #1.- Words' withouc feeling-have no mea-ing.

Foint 2. Do not assume that ,this author.i's an aut4or-

ity because "I" am:hot:laying that role -

facilitator yes; ,authority -
4

iroviding.and receiving information siov not only mean

the transfer, of informa-4on from interviewer to participant

and vise versa. The human side of the transfer of information

can be interpreted as furnishing insight, growth, and further-
,

ing understanding. Many interviewers influence to such a de-

gree as for 'the Interviewer to control the particioant/audi-

ence, and motivate to a lesser degree-as to discourage question-

However,- the humanistic interviewer wishes to influence

in such a way as to promote.further growth for himself as well

as the participant. kotivation is encouragedand hopefully

used to .produce _some form of action upon the participant-ask-

ing quegtions: Participant questioning is viewed as basic ele-

ment for a healthy growing interview atmosphere to evolve.

Interviews, based on the previous purposes, is a ,handy

tool, for researchers,'ewployers, or average citizens to use.

Another tool closely related to interviews are questionnaires.

2
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Knowing the puroose of interviews can be of-graat help in gener-

alizing among the various tools of exchanging information (ob-

servation, surveys, etc.)._ However, wlien discriminating occurs

-knowing the pUrpose may not be helpfulo- -Furnishing insight,

growth, and furthering understanding are also reasons for using

questionnaires. The next step when discriminating interviews

and questionnaires is to ast: "When are interviews and question-

nairos necessary?"

The Four Types Of

Interviews

Probably, your first reaction when reading this heading

is "Only foui_ types of interviews?" Of course there are more

becaube the degree by which the interviewer and participant

are inicracing are numerous. What produces an. ty-

pography is the interaction between tile interviewer and the

participant upon a series of variables within the context of

the interview. These variables add originality to each and

every interview. The context of the interview is the typology.

Thus, all interviews consist of some exchange of information

by which the interviewer wishes to influence and motivate the

participant/audience. There are basically four types of inter-

views - all of which exchange information:

1. Information-Gathering Interviews (Investigation, Fact-Find-

ing):

Examples: Research, personnel, journalistic, medical, and

social service interviews; police interrogaticin

interviews.

Objective: To receive information from the other person.

Plan: Present a questionnaire to the participant -by- -use

of verbal communication.

Rapport: Be yourself.

2. Information-Giving Interviews (Persuasion, Fact-Giving):

Examples: College orientation and guidance interviews; class

2



lectures, advisory boards; advocacy interviews.

Objective: To pn.ivide information to the other person and

then try to motivate and. influence

Plan: To provide a check-list of already prepared
answers.

Rapport: Be yourself.

3. Problem-Solving Interviews (Treatment, TrobleIL Solving
Encounters, the Helping Relationship)

Examples: Counseling, therapy.

Objective: To receive, provide, influence and motivate in-,

formation to the other person.
Plan: Based on one or more personality theory(ied).

Rapport: Based on one or more personality theory(ies)
rolels) (ie:. Freudian, BehaViorist, Rogerian,
etc.).

4. Demonstrative IntervieWs (TV TA.k Shows):

Examples: Radio and TV.

Objective: To receive and provide information before an
audience in a "show off" or "displayed" manner.

Pan: Based on a script.

'.rapport: Act, role, or be yourself.

1. To quan

Example

The Purpose Of Questions

ify facts.

"Doeb any member of your household receive medi-
cade?_ yes no."

2. To deduO opinion (attitude) or knowledge.

Exam,)1e: "InwhLit ways do you believe medicade is -being

abused b:); the medical professionals?"

30
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Type Of Questions

1. Open Question - the interviewer provides the partiCipant
with no cues (information) on how to respond.
Example: "Who is the father of psychoanalysis?"

2. Closed. Question - the participant is forced to choose an
answer (ie: rank, multiple. choice).

Exauple:- "Who is the father of.psychoanalysis?"
1. S.Freud 2. J.-POrd 3. 1); Stith-4. A. Neil

3. Probing - this is a way of receiving additional information

because of either unclear or incomplete statements from the
participant.

Example: "Can you explain a little more."

The Interview And The Questionnaire

An interview and a questionnaire can either be considered
separate data gathering. methods or one, an extension of the
other. The basic difference betAeen an interview -4nd a-ques-
tionnaire is

in an interview, the questions are asked orally while
in a questionnaire, the participant rem each ques-
tion. As for Choir formats, there are no differences.

When is an interview necessary:

1. When, you as the interviewer, need immediate information in

During an interview session, you will receive all
the answers to your questions. However, in a ques-

tionnaire. participants frequently do not complete all
of the information that is requested.

2. Wher you want to receive as clear an interpretation to an
ansAer as possible

In an interview, you can receive additional feedback
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(ie: nonverbal feedback). Also there is less of

chance that the participant is lying wince there

is a face-to-face relationship.

3. When you want to further explore each answer.

In an interview, you can alv.ays ask the oartici-

pant to explain further.

When is questionnaire necessary?

1. When your interview-proceas is based on a low cost factor-

no need for physical facilities.

no training of _interviewers required.--

'elimination of travel cost and travel time.

2. When anonymity is important.

Remember, unless you are a psychiatrist or hold a

therapeutic license, you will not have any therapy

privileges of confidentiality: you are not covered

by any law of confidentiality in the courts. So,

do not "con" a participant or yourself - you can-

rumor!

An Advance Su.:mary: Stages Of An Inteiview

And The Cuestionnaire Process

Interview Cuestionnaire

1. Know your environ7.ental needs and problems.

2. Understand the dimensions of step no. 1.

3. Identify your own biases irld prejudice:.

4. Be fal.iliar Aith the project.

5. Re .d tnis book.

6. K.Iow what produces tensions.

7. Sel.ct a Eample.

6. Select a place for the 8. Select an approach to how the

interview.- questionnaire will be distrib-

uted.

9. Prepare the interview- 9. Write n questionnaire.

ing roow.

32
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11.

Dev lope an Interview

Guide Package.

Data gathering before

an interview.

The Interview.

Compiling the data.

Analyzing the data,

Writing the results.

27.

1C. Data gathering before an

interview.

11. Distribute the questionnaire.

12. Compiling the data.

13. Analyzing the data.

14. Writing the results.



Chapter Four. Creating Tha Interviewing SesL;ion ulimate

Suggestions For Creating Arliuma,listic Rapport.

The Interviewing Session

34
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To produce a humanistic climate both interviewer and

partidipant must accept and utalize the basic principles of

humanistic psychology and human relations. Of course this

book will not include all of the concepts and principles be-

cause:that would not be humanistic and humanistically possible.

By providing you with a tste of humanistic beliefs, you might

.Want to read other orks by other Humanisticists. Remember,

this chanter is centered on my beliefs based on my exporiences

and does not represent the totality of humanistic beliefs in

the specific or in the general. Here are come of fay personal

principles that 'I have found most helpful.

1. All of the follov,ing suggestions are part of an on-

going process and should not be used to solve a specific prob-

lem, relationship conflict, or for the sake of using these sug-

gestions.

2. Misuse,of the following suggestions can create side-

effects.

Suggestions

Be empathetic

Listen

Be Authentic-Genuineness

Reflect

Respect

Be Concrete

Be Open

Seif- Esteme

Trust

warirth

Relax

Lisuse

Appear Sympathetic

Not Caring; Daydreaming

Bad Personality

Volleying Questions'

Overe_otional

Too Fussy

Gossip

Bosting

Gossip

Tuo-Slatio-nar .

Too Calm

3. HoW' much of a humanistic quality you show (that is the

degree of your humanistic quality) will depend on how much the

participant will accept and relate to you (the interviewer).

For example, if you self-disclosed and find out that the partici-.

pant's response vas tho same (that is, provided TA1 will feed-

back), then continue. However, if he did not respond or re-

3o
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sponded negatively - STOP. Remember to produce humaniotic

III-result-sb"
_ ntmust-sliow hu&anistic

tendencies.

4. Use the following suggef3tions'in the light of improving

a relationship and/or transiitting information.

5. The constant use of these suggestion6 will produce a

climate of deeper feelings and growth. However, if the situa.-

tion dogs not depend on such growth and feelings these sugges-

tions should be used in moderation.

6. All of the above suggestions have two dimensions - the

"Self" and the "others' The "self" are all those personal quali-

ties within your control while the "other" contains all those

personal qualities by which you influence others.

7. As an interviewer; yeti Sh.)uld experience the positive

attitudes (suggestions) toward the participant without feeling

trapped by these feelings.

Suggestions For Creating

Humanistic Rapport

1. Be Authentic - Genuine (or Be Yourself)

If you want to create a climate of trust and confidence,`

be fair and honest with yourself and the participant. Try

to avoid a stereotype role - you will not impreSs.himl Peo-

pie can perceive falseness and stereotype roles. By being

real with other people, you will be able to do away with a

facitde that the participant will feel you are hiding behind.

Growth comps when you talk hOnestly about. your (or

other's) feelings.

2. Be Able to Respect Yourself And Others

Respect, is a process whereby the interviewer cares for

his participant tor himself) and believes with him (or your-

self), that he (or you) cares. When y6u listen and respond

accurately, you are communicating with the sender - "I care

3i
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-and-wartt-to-- ilnd-ers-t-an& what you are saying.-"--Caring here

is interpreted as a nonposessive auality( it is more of a

concern ,for rather thian an emotional ::.uality.

3; Be Acceptive
Try to accept a person for What he is and as he is,

not by what he should be. Each person' is a unique individ-

ual with qualities unlike any other person in this world.

As an interviewer, it will to your job to accept these in-

dividual personal qualities. Close to the concept of ac7

ceptivenesslis another popular humanistic concept - self-

actualization. Self-actualization is a need to strive for

fulfillment. Being acceptive, as most humanistic concepts9

have two dimensions: the self and the other. Both self -

acceptance other-accept ince will produce empathy and

openness.

4. Be Concrete
Concreteness, is an ongoing process whereby the inter-

viewer enables and encourages the participant to be as

specific as possible about his feelings, beliefs, and ex

perienees as he is relating to the interviewer. Try not to

assume what otners'Say because assumptions are dependent up-

on judgements. A humanistic interviewer as well as a human-

istic participant should not judge one another since respect

of oneself (and others) would be at stake.

Be Open (Reveal
Openness does not mean telling everything to everybody.

For example, discussing one's sex activities is not open

for discussion since it involves your p9rtner's respect for

privacy.



Secretness . Openness
too close:
conceal

) Gossip

too open:
reveal

To create one relationship by

concealing

oneself and

not accept-

ing others.

32.

revealing one betraying an

self and accept- _individual and

ing others. notaccepting

others.

Openness, is anon -going relationship in which one accepts

themself in the light of others. An issue closely related

to openness is the professional's attitude when answering

personal question's or "Should a professional, such as an

interviewer, answer personal questions?" The answer to

such a question is not easy. Sure you want to reveal - but ,

what? You can reveal what is lliportant for the participant

tg know. "Remember, you are not the one being interviewed.

Sines any porsJnal comment might led to a positive or neg-

ative response to the participant's opiniOn(s), you will

only add bias to the project: It is important foryou to

be courteous and explain why you can-not answer the ques-

tion - remember, people. are sensitive:" Quotes lirround

:the last passage because this is a typical respose' thatse.that a

Behaviorist or ExperimePILali..si might make. If you like

--,7"--th-e-abbve passage, I suggest that you read some Behavior-

istic books. As a Humanistic Interviewer, you should not

be concerned with bias.' People change beliefs if it cor-

respbndS with their total belief system. A rational per-

son does not change his way ,of thinking because another's

beliefs are different. If you can prodUce an atmosphere of

openness, aUthentibity,,and acceptiveness, then what you

say or do will be respected, but not encouraged or expect-

ed to be acted upon.,

6. Be Trustful

Trustworthiness means being real. Whatever attitude
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or feeling you are now experiencing must be matched by your

awareness of that attitude or feeling. Remember,- distrust

can reduce information shared.

7. Be Warm

By having a warm interest without any emotional over-

involvement, you will be producing an atmosphere whereby

trust can be established. But most iMPortant; try to be

nonpossessive.

8. Be Ealathetic

Empathy, is an on-going process whereby the interview-

er is imaginatively able to Place himself in the other per-

son's role and/or situation in order to fully understand

and be sensitive to another's felin4s, attitudes, logic,

etc. in a given situation. To be empathetic is-to be able

to feel with the other person. Many interviewers confuse

empathy with sympathy (the ability, to feel for the other

person). Not only does the interviewer see the way the

participant sees, but lets him know what he sees - feedback.

. Listen To Yourself And °ethers

Many interviewers do all the talking and receive little

if any feedback. So, before you greet your participant,

talk and listen to yourself; get everything off your mind.

The most important reminder is to provide the participant

with your full attention: he has much to say so be silent.

Try not to be embarrased by silence - understand the mean-

ings and observe what the person is doing. Try not to fill

in gaps with unnecessary questions or comments (you might

appear impatient and rediculous). Here are some tips to

help you to listen more effectively:

a. Before you speak, organize ..)1.1T tnoughts.

b. Whedspeacing, try not to include too many thoughts

in one sentence.

c. Answer when' you have to and try not to interupt the

participant by constantly saying "yes." Instead nod your
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answer (use nonverbal feedback).

d. Relate what you say to the previous st:,,tement

build onto your conversation.

e. Provide your upiost attention - it is not easy, but
at least be aware.

f. Listen to thetotal (verbal and nonverbal communi-
cation) message, and not just-to detail.

g. Keep the conversation alive and try not to be af-
raid of silence.

h. Try'not -to criticize the speaker since this

encourage judgement on dour part, and discourage honest re-
plies on his part.

Reflect

Whenever you are in doubt about what the participant
had just said, repeat his st'2,teMent in your own words. In-
terpreting the' right infoniation is .importait, nowever, do
not reflect too often or .you-mL:Tht appear just_volleying
questions. Remember, you are not a parrot - so do not minic
thee participant's statements. Always repeat statements in
your own words. Also, reflect in terms of statements and
never in terms of questions. Here are some st?tements

that you might want to use stir en initiating a reflection.:

"You feel ..."

"You think ..."

"It seems to you that ..."

Later, these phrases may be dropped but for now practice
using these statements. Reflection sounds easy but it is
not - so try not to be discouraged - it tackes practice.

11. Relax

When you relax, your participant. Try not
to tap your foot, your pencil, etc. Also watch your pos-
ture - try not to be "stiff," and/orThextremely relaxed."
Speak in a moderate tone; do not t but try not to
whisper!

.1)
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12. Be Observant

You should notice

(Nonverbal Cues): body tensions, flushing, excitability;

cloths, briefcase, hat;

posture, gestures;

army leg, and,hand movements;

forgetful passages, silence;

(Verbal Cues): words and phraseb that have comon.

meaning, doubletalk;

overtalking;

lecturing;

snap judgement;

what is said and unsaid;

how well the interviewer grasf:s the mean-

ing to. your questions;

incehsistenci6s, slips;

recurrent ideas, themes, and references;

open and closed statements (sentences);

sudden snifts in the conversation, gaps

in answers.

13. Watch For Your On Expressions

If you seem Lord, so will your participant. You

should not only observe your participant, but' also observe

your own behavior. Remember, be yourself - be at ease.

14. Ask One Question At A Time

Remember, each question is-importnt/and significant.

When asking two or three questions simultaneously, you Will

be confusing the participant.
i

15. How To Keep The. Participant TalkintsAylrbal):

thii7hurrun," "hh-huh," "good," see," "tha't' it,"

"ye o."

b. Provide praise, encouragement, supporting comments.

c. Clarify statements (reflect).

d. Use neutral phrase (probes); -for more information

on probing, see the following sugge9tkon°Probes:

4 1
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F.

16.'Probos

.
A.probe is no ::ore than shaping an answr. There

are basically two .:finds of probes:

- clarification probe

):,71oratory probe

A probe; is used when. -

words have one or ir.ore (clarifi-

cation 0.obe), when '

r-

phraves eeeiL 1LeaningleS3 (clarification

probe), and

- to provide aditional infomation (ex-

ploratory probe).

An e:.ploritory (coplet_ion) probe is used to provide ad-

'ditional detail to an.answer which is too general. Some

sug^:osted exf,1Jritory are:

"Anything else"

"Is there anything else"

"What else occurs to you"

"Could you tell me :ore about

"Tell me ;,ore about th-A"

"What do you h7tve in mind there"

"What, else can you think of"

"Does anything else come to your ;Lind"

"Are there any other (reason, items

"How did that happen Lo corae ..,bout"

"Wny do you feel that is so"

"Why ao you feel that way"

"What do you think causes tivit"'

FF

A 01 ,rity plots is used to explain 4y:uncear response.

Sme ,;uggewted cl.:rity probes arc:

"I am not sure I tinders Land you"

"I don't quite see what you mean"

"C,n you explain a little -ore"

"Can y )u explain that a 'little :Lore"
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"Could you give me an example of n

"Why is that"

"In what-way"

"What do you ean by that"

"What would be an example of that"

"Could you explain what ytt mean by

"How do you Tean

"In what way"

Some Tips On Using Probes:

- use unbiased phrases - never convey a

negative or positive opinion

- state a probe in terms of a st.,ttement

rather than a question.

17. How To Keep TheInterviewerTalking (Nonverbal):

Smiles

Nods

Shove of Friendliness and Enthusiasm

Provide Attention

Silence

18. A Reluctant Talker
If the participant is reluctant to talk, be sincere

and explain why he sh)uld respond to your questions, and

the importance of his cooperation. Find out why he is not

responding - the reason might be a reaction to your'be-

havior,(annoying and disturbing behavior that you might

not be Aware of). If your sincere intent does not work,

just drop the interview as politely as possible. Also

thank him.for his interest in your project even though,

this interest has diminished.

f0

The Interview Session

1. Set the room the way you want prior to the participant's,

entrance.

'Never show the participant that you are disorganized.-

it may reflect upon the whole outcome of the interview.
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. When greeting the participant, shake hands, refer to a

formal approach 1"Mr.", "Mrs.", "Miss", "Ms.") and point

to a chair.

By shaking hands, you are nonverbally accepting the

participant's presence and welcoming it!

'True, first names do promote informality, Warmth,

.and tension reduction, but it may not warrent the situa-

tion. There will be many instances where formality must,

override informality. By starting out formal, you can

always turn the interview climate to informal, but this

does not work if you start informal and try to change, the

climate to formal. Confussion will occur and-possibly a

development of a lack of trust. Also many people feel un-

clasy if a stranger greets them by their first name. Al-

ways ask the participant if you can call him by hi: first

name. Also when using first names, it might help if the

participant can call y_u by your first name. Try to im-

agine yourself interviewing a person by his first name and

he calling you "Mr.". There appears to be a phony image

when both interviewer and participant can not share the

same level of communication.

'By pointing to a chair or. showing where he can hang

his coat is providing some direction to the interview.

You are in control, so .be in control:

3. Small talk is overrated..

Yany interviewers believe in small talk:

"How are you?"

"Nice day?"

"What is your hobby ?"

Small talk is nice but not very creative. It can also

lead to tension. Just imagine yourself in the partici-

pant's position (reflect). Here you are, in-some office

or home ready to be questioned; you are curious, but the

interviewer is delaying the interview - why?. Maybe some-

thing terrible ia going to happen? Tnstead of small talk -

get to the !interview; do not w:..ste times Here are some

4 1
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starting lines (only for suggestion):

-tell the participant why he has been selected.

-tell the participant what agency is doing this ,tudy.

-why? - make the main purpose_of the interview clear:

--tell the participant that what he says is confiden-

ti!.1, but do not emphasize this point. Instead of small

t,.1k, get the facts straight!

4. The participant is human, and should be treated with re-

spect and a s individual of uniqueness.

The interviewer should introduce himself ::nd state

the purpose of the interview. I was once interviewed for

an hour without ever knowing my interviewer's name It

sounds redioulous but it happens. It would be a good idea

to state your-name and purpose because sooner or later,

the participant will ask for it. There w.:Is time when I

was an undergraduate in college and volunteered to parti-

cipate in a research study. Not knowing the nature of the

project,. I found out later that. I was in the wrong room

voLunteering for the wrong project. As a result, I de-

veloped a list of safeguards for interviewers to follow:

a. When greeting the participant, state. your

name.

b. At the start of the intervi ,c5ssion, state

the purpose of the interview -.even if it is obvious! For

example in a job, interview, make sure you have the right

person to be interviewed.

c. Interview each participant alone. By group-

ing the particioants, you will be treating them as objects

rather than unique individuals of worth. Each person has

a right to confidentiality and this could not be maintain-

ed in a group.

d. After stating; the purpose, you should receive

feedback to see if the participant is still interested in

being interviewed: I remember one time a person being

interviewed lost so much interest after he had heard the

purpose that his answers were bland.
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e. Tf the person does not want to be interviewed,

then thank him for his patience and end the interview.

Never make a person do something he is not interested in.

f. Make sure. that the participant's remarks-are

kept confidential. Showing is, aelieving.

All of these safeguards are ;:iore than -juat interviewer

courtesy trends. They should help the participant feel

wanted and'appreciated. If anything else, they will

help provide dignity and importance to what yiu are doing.

5 The interviewer should allOW opportunities to nacre the

participant feel that his answers are important - Non-

sense:

A big mistake interviewersmake'is to stress'so much

impOrtance on making the participant realize that his an-

swers are important, that the interviewer does not real-

ize this is the very tiling participants dislike." A

Behaviorist might spend time developing the participant's

attitude toward their answers, because it will be their

answers that the interviewer will be measuring. However,

theHUmanistie'Interviewer believes that the person as a

whole is more important than what he replies. If you

treat a person of worth.vnth warmth, empathy, and respect,

then that person indirectly will think more highly in him-

self as well as his answers. By. putting the emphasis

soley on answers., the. participant might feel that the in-

terviewer is more interested in what he says rather than

what he feels. As a participant I constantly experienced

this trend of saying just "the ri2:ht tiling" rather than

what I really felt.

Behavioristic Interviewer:. Treat the participant as

an object, since it is his answers that

will be the interviewers tool.

Humanistic Interviewer: Treat the partic .pant as a

personof'worth, since it is his total

self that will be the interviewer's

tool.

4t;
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. The interviewer should have a neutral appearance_ - Non=

sense!

There is no doubt that one's appearance is impor-,

ta0 and that'it Contributes to the participant's im-'

pression of you. However, dressing in the style of the

particiaant or dressing in a dull fashion is p2ain down

ridiculous, since both you and the participant aave en-

tirely'different roles. As an. interviewer; you have an

obligation to be sincere and honest with your feelings

as you would want the participant.to be with his feel-

ings. .Most participants knaw in advande as to who they

are dealing with, what organization is sponsoring the

interview, and having some idea of what to expect in

term:: of interviewer appearance. An. interviewer should

appear as himself so ti provide tie participant with

feedback as to the interviewer's por:_onality. However,'

the interviewer should always be aware of who ha is in-,

terviewinc; so not to antagonize that person's beliefs

with unnecessary amunition, An interviewer siiiuld dress

the way he always dressns and never apologize for his

appearance. In preparation for interviewing some "hard -

hats ", I decided to trim my lengthly hair rather than

cut it. Yy interview partner paniced and cut his hair

short. When the session started, to n.y surprise I es-

tablished a better rapport than my partner.. As one

"hardhat" said after the n.eeting,"does your p=irtner al-

ways wear his hair that short. I have to wear my hair

short because of my helmet." waat my partner did was to

treat the participants as objects rather than as people

of worth. In this case, the participants did not object

to the long hair but really objected to what hippies

stood for - dirty, lazy, freedom appearance, etc... Whether

right or wrong, this.was how they felt. Also by coming

as a long-haired (down to elbows rather down to midneck)

pierced ear dirty individual, I would only antagonize their

belief system. If I was a hippy appearance persOn true blue

I would probably not have interviewed these people since my
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belief system would definitely antagonize these people.

Another area closely related to appearance is your speech.

An interviewer should speak at the level which-represents a

compromise of that individual and you, rather than a group of

individuals. Speech, is a communication network that is hard

to simlify. As an interviewer, you should not try to talk

above,. or below the level of.spesoh of your participant. Rath-

er than talking to your participant, why try talking with him.

Since speech is a conscious action, people are most aware of

your speech patterns. Try to. .Avoid phonyness and a vocabu-

lary that would be hard for the participant to comprehend.. Al-

so remellber that perfect speech is poor speech. Speech-is a

way to communicate and in the English language, the pronunci-

ation of each sylable of every word is not communicating. Most

people have sloppy and slany speech and as an:interviewer, you

must be able to communicate with' an individual. Many text-

books write that interviewers should control their speech, and

-pronunciate in the style that the participants, as a group,

speak. As an interviewer, you should never control your speech

since you most likely will spend too much time hearing what

you say rather than what the participant has said. Relate and

be yourself with moderation. As far as being "one of the gang'

well forget it because you are not. When you are interviewing,

you are not part of the group. By treating each person, as an

individual of worth, you will be able to communicate with that

person. By treating people as objects, or as a mob you will

only look ridiculous since the .
participents know you are fak-

ing. ,

7. Avoid Writing -

Nonsense - Most likely, you have not been taught how

- to observe without writing. Let'i face it, you are not a

Park-Avenue analyst with a cassett player. You are You -

a citizen, a Teel': So write

Try not to be afraid to use reminder tools such as

guidesheets and checklists they can be of enormous help.

Remember, whenever using any form of tape recording, in-

cluding cassette, you must inform the participant of its

4 a
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presence: Failing to do so can create legal problems. If

You still want to use tapes, provide the participant with

a choice (explain why ;Lou want it). If still reluctant,..

do not ufut tapes.

8. Present questions in a_lrofossional manner

. use visual media to stress a point (slides,

pictures, etc.).

. sit directly facing the participant. Eye-to-

eye contact is important for verbal and nonverbal and non-

verbal communication.

. talk to the participant on his level; try not

to impress him with -big words (he might have a larger vo-

cabui:iry than you) .

. avoid drilling or cross-examination. Try to

make the interview.as pleasant as possible.

. avoid asking questions which lead to a "yes"

or a "no;" you will not receive much feedback.

. ask one question at, a time.

. asx all questions exactly as they appear and

use probes only when directed to the Interview Data Guide,

(questionnaire). This will add to the flow of conversation

(you will be familiar with practice) and provide a natural

flavor.

.each question on the questionnaire must be ask-

ed in order for the interviewer to receive all necessary

information.

. stick, to the subject; do not sidetrack (remem-

ber: a conversatiwith a purpose).

9. Respond to questions in a professional manner

. be nonjudgemental.

. reflect when Lou need to.

allow sufficient tine for the participant to

respond to dour question.

. do not overtalk.

. do not give advice.

. get the full meaning of each response - never

guess or assume you have a correct interpretation: reflect

45



when, and only when, in doubt.

get all the facts - doublechecki

10. When to close an interview?

Whenever you 'lave coN:plotec: y,:wr objective; setting

a time limit is no way'of handling the Closure: You are

ICILA:::j11 will finish on or befcreyour time is up!

.3ome fini;laing notes

P ond in a positive tone: a follow-up* might .be

nPceowlry and you might' have to contact this person again.

Summarize your pWnts and contribute your own

impressions.
. Find out how he liked the interview any coal-

;

merits ight help you in future interviews.

. Tell the participant how he can find out the /

results of the project.

. Thank him:

11. Edit the interview after the participant has left (while

the interview is still fresh in your 21ind).

. Wake sure that your handwriting is cle1r, and

readable.

. Wake sure that y,)ur participant's remarks are

his remarks: re-exam your biases and prejudices.

5
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Chapter Five. They Interview Plan

Data Gathering Prior To The Interview Session.

Developing The Interview QuestiOns. And Writing The

C uestionnaire

Advance Preparation

Ending The Interview Irocess

r
0



Data Gathering Prior To Tho°Interview Session

Two Reminders:

111 1. You should try to hive all data gathering information (such

as Autobiographies, Per-onal Data Blankp, and Cuestionnaires)

completed dn advance. 'With this additional information at

your disposal, you will be allowing yourself enough time to

46.

review the participant's file prior to the initial interview-

ing sessions.

2. Whenever mailing any materials which you'expect the partici-

pant to reply (such as questionnaires), make- surezau include

a self - addressed - stamped envelope. Research studies have

indicated a larger return percentage utilized by this methe

than just relying on each individual to prepare the postage

handling returns.

Autobiography: this tyre of data gathering can be most useful.

in an intervicw. Basically there are two types Of autobiog-

raphies:

1. Free Response Autobiographri-arid

2. Topical Autobiography

In a free response autoblography,'the.particiani writes about

a wide range of experiences covering a long the span (ie: an

autobiography of your life). A topical autobiography, deals

with d specific time intervand7experience requested by the

interviewer (i.6.:_an-autobiography of your. summer camp experi-

ences).

Personal Data Blank: this type of data gathering contains

st-:tement fill-ins to be completed by the participant.. Some

of the information covered 1D:- a personal data blank might in-

cludeidentification, home and faaily background, academic-

vocational bacground and interest, and medical history.

:L.uetionnaire: just a reminder - a questionnaire can0De used

prior to-the interview sessions

a
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Developing The Interview Questions And

Writing The Questionnaire

Topic: A Letter of Introduction

A letter of introduction sent to each participant should in-

elude such,information as to the purpose of the project (who,

what, where, when).

1. The first sentence(s) should contain the purpose of the'

interview (Or questionnaire)" why and how he had been

selected, a description of the agency responsibleforthe

project and where (a map) the interview will be located.

A map shoUld only appear in an interview; questionnaires-

include a stamped-self addressed envelope.

24 Emphasize that the interview (questionnaire)is confidential.

3. By noting a date of return, _the reader will know that a re-
).

sponse is expected during a set interim.

4. Make the,reader sure-that his involvemerie important,

and where he can obtain,the results of the study.

5. Whenever .1+ is possible, have an authoritive or peer work-

er assigned as project directer'.

6. By having people,of importance (or popular) sigri their

names to:the letter the reader will know that the inter-

view, (questiOnnaire) is of some importance.

7. Make the lettet as short as possible. Reading an,extreme-,

ly long letter will bore the.readeloto the point that he,

.rill riot respond to the leiter.

8. Tv stress importance, the letters should be addressed .

each participant. This will enhance the interview, (ques-

tionnaire) and also, the reader will be impressed that you

took the.time and.the effort.

Topic: The Four Basic Parts of The Questionnaire:

1. Directions: The purpose ofthe:direction is to provide

the reader with a. short summary of wha'i the project is

.all about. Even though_the letter of introduction is

III
signbd for this purpose, there' is cno 104 that the research-

.

,er will know if the participant actually read it. The

t-o
-
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outline should read as follows:

- Emphasize the anonymity of the survey

- Emphasize that all'questions must be answered

- Emphasize "our"-interest in 'his /her opinions

2. Suject Information: Usually, the first four or six ques-

tion should concern the particant in relation to the

project. When the pUestionnaires are collected,it Will

the subject information. that will represent the back 7->

grounds of each participant. Even though this section is

called "Subject Information," try not to corifUse th s

word "subject" with it's Behavioristic counterpart the

noun "subject." The basic difference lies in their ap-

plication. "Subject information" refer's to the whole in-

dividual's characteristics as avlied to the question-

naireincuiry. "Subject", in the Behavioral context, re-

fers to.. pert of the individual's characturistics applied

as an object of inaairy.

3. Basic :.uestion8: These are the questions of purpose

(what the researcher is mainly interested in). These ques-

tions consists 3f th;) reason for the project in the first

place/ It is important for the participant to answer all
o

questions in this section for the protocol to be consider-
/

ed. Incomplete and/or unanswered resoonses can only add

confussion When qUa4tification and/or analysis occurs.

4. Suggesions: (commonly called comments). Try to include

suggestions vdienever passible. Many times the'coAcents

could be helpful in personalizing the data and suggesting

new ideas. Comments from incomplete questionnaires can

not be grouped with the co.l.pleted questionnaires. However

they can still be used! New and challenging comments, im-

provements, etc: are always valuable.

Topic: Basic,Guidelines'ForDeveloping The Interview And

Writing The Questionnaire

1. Always make the intervieconhdential and the questionnaire

5 -I
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anonymous:

this Will diminish the parti antis fear of retalia-

_tion. Since an interview is a ponfidential conversa-
,

tion, effort should be made tu rOtect the pa'rticipant'z

right for privacy. rSeeing is believing -7. make sure You

have a "security" plan.in operation prior to,the inter-

view process.-

2. Always make the interview and questionnaire, as short as pos-

sible:

a long interview and questionnaire will bore the partic-

ipant. Whenever writing an interview questionnaire,

alwayS make sure that the inquiry or hypothesis-con-

sists of as few objectives (or themes) as possible: An

interview is a conversation' with a specific purpose.

3. Always make the questions of an interview and questionnaire

as simple as possible!

confusion will only tire the participant and -turn him

off to the interview and/or questionnaire. Save Energy!

Also confusion can lead the particpant in perceiving a

question in the wrong frame of referenCe and can also

create-a situation of perceiving the question as tricky,

hidden, and containing highly revealing inner meaning

only to.answer in haste.

4. AlWays make sure.that the data is. quantifiable:_

.

\ interviews ant questionnaires quite often deal with

numbers. So make sure that these numbers represent

some fors. of logic as- to 2Lx you need, this data for th

judgement .process.

5. Always state the title as "Interview" or "Questionnaire" and

never as "Evaluation":

an evaluation is only one aspect of the research

process based on the data from the interview or ques-

-tionnaire. It will be your (or/ the interviewers. as

a team) judgement and the need6 of the participants

th)
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to add to the research data in order to "humanize"

the data.

research data

interviewer's judgements

humanizing the = EValuation

research data

the needs of the

participant

6. Always utilize various logical formats for writing ques-

tions:

make the interview or questionnaire as interesting

and pleasant 0 take. Never make the interview or

questionnaire boring by just using one format.

7. Whenever possible Utiliz various'media in presenting in-

formation:

slides, card, and tape might add originality and

flavor to trie interview and/or questionnaire.

8. Always contain the four basic parts of aninterview-

questiennaire (Direction, Subject Information, Basic

Questions,.. and Suggestions):

likeany form of speaking or writing, there is an

organization of thought. Never waste the participant's

time .by thr)wingthem trash. Take pride in your work!

9. Never use\theiword "subject" when speaking or when 'writ-.

ing either th0 interview-euestionnakt or in reporting the

results:

this ord is too formalized and threatening to use.

In res arch,iyou should prodtice a non-threatening,

atmosp re worde Such as "student," "participant,"

and "wo ker" are much more relaxing to utilize.

1C, Wake surp th t the presentation (presenting tho results)

corresponds t the interview-questionnaireformat:

never write an interview-questionnaire without first

thinking:6f a. definite (not possible) presentation

design.

Pre-Plannine Is The Key For A Successful Interview -

Questionnaire Design.
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Topic: Selecting a Question Structure

When writing a qUestion, you should always-try to stress upon

appropriate question structure for your replies.

Such criteria as a "good" question structure or a "poor" ques

tion structure-should-be replaced by "appropriate" and "ina-

propriatestructure. It will be your decission, to be sen

sitive to the various types of question items so as to select

the :nost appropriate question structure. There are 5 general-

rules- in narrowing a question structure:

1. Do you need an open-end or closed -end question?

An open-end question will lead the participant to choose his

own response, while a close -end question will lead the re-

searcher to narrowing the reader's responses by offering al-

tarntive answers. Thus True-False items, Nultiple Choice

ite(as, Rating itens, and Ranking items provide the reader with

direction and alternatives in choosing his answer. Es:;:iy

items provide no forced selection of responses.

Open

Essay

Question StrUcture

Close

1

1

1
True -False Ranking hating

C'oice

The difficulty With an open-end respom]e 1. that it can not

be q;lantified or put in some order.

,.. How much feedback do you need? A r.aj, reason

for selecting a soecific structure is based upon the uantity

of information one needs. For example, true-false items ro-

v:..de few feedback options - it is either true or false, right,,

or wrong, black or v.hite, etc. However, to answer a question

"Ai.e y >u an klierican. Citizea?",. is appropriate since

pqrticii.,ant's infer:ration fits this type of structure.
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3. ky:ake sure the question structure reflects the

gestHlt (wholeness) of the questionnaire and/or interview.

A question structuramight apear awkward bec:7tu:,e it does

not reflect the style of tile que:otionnaire.

great, but it also ihust be ,arrented:

Never use a question structure to rrovid vaxi_ton and

oriRinity within the total questionmnre-interview

style fomat.

snould be considered in the totality' of all questions

and originality should appear in the content of the questions.

4. You should undersland the construction (uestiun

items in relation to their uses as v;e11 as abuses.

5. Whenever in doubt, you can Seek consultants from:.

.a. University-College setting: professors

from the Depts. of Education, Sociology,

ans Psychology.

b. Library: bookson research, questionn,iire,

and interviewing designs.

c. Community Agencies

d. Guidance Counselors in th.o schoo i system.

Topic: cuestion Construction

lestion Construction is asnesential part of the interview

process. You should always keep in mind wl,o y._11 are inter-

viewing. Try to avoid the obvious replies to rediculous

questions. For exalple, "ivhen working on your-la&t job did

you get along with the employees?" If the person wants the

job, he will say "yes." However, if you asked him, "How was

the 0,uality of employer-employee relations," you probaLly

will get an honest reply since the question was nonthreaten-

ing. Mere are some bEl.sio reTindersto follow:

1. Construct' the questions in the language of the ell.-

ployee.

2. Asc non-thre,Aening questions at the start of the

interview.

). ;void asking questions with replies of "yes" "no."

4. Ask questions with a purpose
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It is important for you to understand the various question

constructions in order for you to sellect the most appropri-
,
ate for yolir questionnaire. The following question construc-

tioas that will be listed are: True-False, yultiple-Choice,

Ranking, Rating, and Essay items.

1. True-False Items (Yes - No Response Item)

Ekax.ples: Sex: Male Female

Are you an-American citizen? yes no

Description: Participants are required to answer in the af-

firmative or in the negative (or any other

duel combination) to a question based on opin-

ion or on fact (subject or instruction infor-

mation).

Uses: When using true-false items the researcher is

mainly interested in the participant identify-

, ing non-controversial information. True -false

items are used widely in the Subject Informa-

tion part of the questionnaire.

Difficulties: - a small amount of feedback.

- not all information is "black and white."

- there might be- a specific termer punctuation

constructed unintentionally within the ques-

tion to shape the particip-Int's answer. In

the question "Was Washington D.C. named after

G. Washington? _t _f," it isobviJus that

the answer is true since the name "Washington"

appeared twice. However, if the question read

"Was Washington D.C. named after our first

President?", the response would not have been

so obvious.
Adiition
Comment: Yost frequently a third category response

would be constructed so to provide the parti-

pant with a neutral response.. "Not sure, and

Don't know" are most frequently used.'Is a ro-
r.

tarded chi 19 alvvz_ln retarded? eyes no snot sure.

5 5
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2. Multitle Choice Item '(Checking)

Example: The first U.S. Prosident was

1. Thomas Jefferson

2. George Washington

3. John.Adams

The United Nations is in

New York City San Fransis Boston

Chicago

;'ow many hrs. per week do you spend p y -)ur

homework?
1- 2 , 3 4

c-3hrs. 4-6hrs 7-9hrs. 10-12hrs.

Description; Participants are provided with an already coil-

structed list of adjectives or sttements

(just a few wordWto check expressing thcir

opinion.

Uses: When using multiple-choice items; the rosearch-..

eris interested in having the participant

identify the already created response and not

interested in the participant creating a re-

SI,onse.

Difficulties: 7- Quite often the researcher unintentionally might

forget to include an additional of.inion; there-

. fore, tide question might not include all pos-.

sibie, responses.

Also the choices might be quite irrelevant to

the actual question thus forcing the partivi-

pant to choose a response not of his liking,

but closest to.hie view.

- It is important for the researchor to make sure

that the items are mutually exclusive (that is,

each item fall in no overlapping categories).

ex: (1),C-1hrs. (2) 1-2hrs. "1" is not 'mu-

twiny exclusive since it falls into catagor-

ies (#1, #2).

G



'Additional
Comment:

3. flaking Item

;7cample:

It has been ost effective to ada

choice to allow the 'participant t.J write in

achoiee of his own. This 'AM provide the

participant with the freedo and .courtesy

to express Lis views cJpletely and ,rovide

you with a more concrete !feedback) re-

sponse.

, Rank in terms from highest lowest in

terms of their effectiveness in the winter

climate:

mittens

coat

shoes

clothing

hat

Descrition: Particip:ants are required to select some

sequential order in classifying the Liven

data (choices).

Uses: When using raJking iterrs, the research ?r is

mainly interested in the particiT)ant using

some order vattorn in classifying the data.

Difficulties: - When using.controversial is,ues, there a.ay

not be aly "right" or "wrong" answers: your

-opinion may be as good as the next man's

- When scoring this-type of item, there might

be difficulty and some scoring code is usu-

ally required.

4. 112-tinE; Item

Examile: do you rate tree -3 ,punt of reading requir-

ed in this adult education course?

1 2 3 4 5 6

strongly like very

dislike strongly.

61



Description:

Uses:
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P..rticipants are required to select an opin-

ion closely related to their views based on

the already selected criterid.

When using rating items, the researcher is

mainly interested in the participant using

the rating scale to express his views.

Difficulties; - When rating the choices, the researcher

should provide an indication to what the end

numbers are supposed to represent.

The scale should consist of numbers between

1 and 4, 5, or 7.

Additional
Comment:

5. Essa y Item

Examples:

Description:

Uses:

Other identification categories include "de-

finitely no = definitely yes", and "very neg-

ative - very positive." Most participants

have a tendency to choose the center item

when having three choices. By having a num-

ber between 4 to 7, the researcher will avoid

this type of "rut" reaction: the participant

will be forced to make an extreme choice.

The researcher should be consistent and use

one of the three rating styles, not all.

Any additional Comments?

Do you have any further statements?

Participants are required to answer the ques-

tion or statement in any style without'any

constraints from the researcher. Essay items

appear in the suggestions (or Comments) por-

tion of the questionnaire.

When using essay items, the researcher is

mainly interested in the participant feeling

free to respond in any format to receive ad-

ditional feedback.
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Difficulties: - Sims it reouires a long time,period to re-.

spond to an essay question or statement,

essays should-,be used parsimoniously.

- Usually essays can not be quantified.

Topic: The Trial Run

Before distributing the questionnaire, a trial run of the

questionnaire - interview is in order. Select a sample simi-

lar to the sample-population that you will be-using. Discuss.

and be open for suggestions on how to improve the question-
.

naire - interview: All instruments can be improved. However,

_ try not to ask friends since their opinions might be biased

based upon friendship rather than the instrument. Have some

authority(ies) read the questionnaire (school counselors,

community workers, social workers, psychologists, sociologists,

business, and edUcational professionals at universities or

living within your community).

Topic: Examples of Questionnaires

In the ne*:t few pages, you will be experiencing "appropriate"

as well as "inappropriate" questionnaires. TO aid you in de-

veloping your own concepts of "ap" and "inap" questionnaire

formats, the author had devised two forms, for your use: "The

Questionnaire Guidesheet - Content" and "The Questionnaire

Guidesheet - Style." These aids can be altered dependent up-

on your own personal concepts of questionnaire quality.

G3
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r:e 1.nestionnaire lidesheet:Cnnteut

ro',1em:(state the prohlem as how you see it)

Letter of Introduction: (check each item which, appears in tne
letter)

1.purpose
2.. anonymous
',.return data
'1.howto obtain the results.
c.peer pro:12ct director simAature
(.other sienatures---
7. shortness
%participant's name

-!)uestionnaire

Directions:

1.ationvmous
'..Inw.er all questions
1. state directions of how to answer questions
4.state your interests in their orinions

SnhjeCt information: (list each type of statement)

5.
6.

Basic information:(11!A eACh type of statenlent)

1.
2.
1.
4.
1.
6.
7.
8.

Surestions:(state purpose of this hart in relation to the
clasic Informatzion section)



The Questionnaire Guidesheet:°,tyle

1.7s the questionnaire anonymous: yes no

2.1s t o questionnaire as short as possible: yes no

5.floes each question have only one purpose:, yes no'

(You should double- check the Ouestionnaire
(;uidesheyt:Content's sections-on Subject
information and Basic Information.)

4.1s the data quantifiable: yes no

5.Is the title of the questionnaire"quest,ionnaire": yes no

6.-How many formats are included in the questionnaire:

yes-no answers
fill-ins,
ranking
multiple choice
open-end

7.Did you utilize, any media in the presentation of information:

yes no (ie:slides,cards,tape,etc....)

%Did You include the four basic parts of the questionnaire:
yes no

you use such words as:

"stivets" yes no
"evaluations" yes no
"data" ,

yes no
"experimentation" yes no



Dear (first name) :
Date

6C.

Tn the interest of trying to improve our courses, the
\adult education department at. University is
,conducting a survey of student attitudes toward our
courses. With your assistance, we will he able to
Collect information reflecting your opinions that will
be ci great value in counseling-students during °

registration and in delreloning future courses. Enclosed
is a 1)rief anonymous aueStionnaire and n self-addressed,
stami'ed envelope. i'lease return your reply. by December L5.
written summary of the results will he made available

to you cvlon the renuest to the adult education
department chairman.

The success of this Project depend::-, upon Your co-oreratien.

Sincerely,

Student, 'roject Director

Dr. A., -aupervisor
Dr.'C., Supervisor
Dr. E., Chairman



4 tte.-3t ionneire

Directions: This opinion survey is anonvoous.
answer ns forthrirrht as nosihle, and circle only one,
answer for each item. let you opinions reflect your
attitude toward the adult education courses y u are
taking this semtister at ThIlversitr.

1. re von an adult elucatien major or ,,lanuinv to he?

yes no

2. :ow many adult -education courses :;ee you,takia!,; this
fall semester?

1 2 - 3 4 5

3, List code nulther of all adult edUcation courses
you are taking this seme-;:ter.-

4. '11- are You takinr- courses in this department?

1. I wanted to'4ake these courses.
2. Thev were the only courses nvii17ble tc.at. it

my schedule.

r. 'ow do yoil rate the amouat or readintr reouired'in
this adult education course?

1 a . 4 6 7
stron'rly like very
dislike stronqly

6',. Mow many hours on the average do you spend per week, .

4'.on this adult ,education course?

1 . 2 3 4 .
r
)

0-3hrs. 4-6hrs. 7 'Mrs. 10-12hrs 13 + hrs.

.:7.'llo\ w do you rate the. evaluation syste,vi in your
adult education cnurse? .

1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 4 ?

stroncrl.y like very
lislihe .strorw.ly

G
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liow do you 'rate the evaluation system in your

other nAult education. course?
6

1 2 3 4 5 6 e 7

strongly like very
dislike strongly

9. How do you rate the vitality of your professor?

.1 2 3 4 ,5 6 -7

extrempl.r extremely
poor good

10. do you rate access to the professor in your

COUrS0-?
1 2. 3 4 5 6

absolutely many opr'ortunities
no contact for contact

11. :low "o.you rlte this course overall as coolpared

to all other courses you have taken in college. at

University and elsewhere?
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

very much very much
inferior superior,

62.

12. flow likely woad you he to recommend this course to

a f6en?
1 .2 3 4 5 6 7

extreely exteemely
'unlikely likely

13. kny comments?

6 o
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'the ')uostionunire Cinilloshoot:Contout

Problestnt( the nroblem os how \'OU soo it)
/ , /.1

.///' . st T . , . c", I

63.

Letter of .IntroduClion:(chock onch item which appearl: in the
letter)

lentIrpOSO 4/_
2..!tnonymon
loreturn data .
40how to obtnill tie L.o!mits
50peer pro loot. direc'or sio:nn-thre\,/
60.otOnr !;ii,uatures
7.sbortness

onme

Ouostionnnive
.0

Directions:

10z-1hr:111 -11011s /

n11 c1Tl'T.
-iostnte direCtiods of ho-1 to.nnswor or,f-Itic-.hf;
4.stnte yohr interosts ia their v)r.injous v

Subject information:(lit ^gich

1.
2. ,e, ,-

7) 0

/4

O

6

Basic

1. 44k4.!
t

() k 3.4

7. r
.k

9 h

typo or s(.oto-,.ant)

('ncil ty'r'o of Statc',Ient)

-C.

s11.7,(;53tioriste or th l f inrt -in'relntion to the
'1:15qc lo('o'rr,ntion ';ectioll)

6)

/.



'he rqlostiongaire

1.1s th.., ,tne*o,.naire i4O.Ct0(153: yor: 4.1(...;.-- - /

2.TS tii e. gu.,-;tiohaui.eo as shovt as posibl..e:

.-.),illoes cuch ,In;i ion 11:1-,,e only ono put- 00E3,0 : yei:2,// ,I.o.,..../

(You.should donLie chec% the Oneptionnare
Gnidesheot:(ontent's, section:J..1;a Subject
Ynform./tion--h-nd noSic 1aColwaticna) /

-Luc: do ta enant:;fiahle: yes./V ,Io

64.

5.1s the t.ito of the calesionnaire"ue:,tioNnairo
1

6 ,u)li or.uy t.01-1w1-..:; are i ncluded Li n tionnai re,:

ve-no ans.wers

renhing
oultiple
open-end

70Did you ntile-any media i4 the presentation cfr :info'i;u:kt ion
,nosi(ie:ol1den9 cardE.,tc.1ic:74,eto.0.0)

8,1)id yon inclulo tI'e four hisic part of the quiei,tiulimliro:

yes 4 no
9.flizi YOU use such words oN:

usub i-t " yc. q no I
"evaluations" cj no L

no_s(!."data"
110,..,.. ,/,

,

"experimentation" Ye nO J ,

i

,

,

I

- ,

0



Dear udents:

65.

January 14.91976

In the ne t few. weeks the directors cf the Division of

Community .ervices and Continuing Education will he

making many decisions about your program. It would

Appreciated if you would complete the two evaluation

forms.

Sincerely,

Herman C. Turner
Director



7)ivision of Conutiunitv Service and Continuing ''clucation

Teacher ['valuation:

Please .inswer encn item frankly and truely. The results
will give information on hour you feel abut the
instructor and the course. Instructor's performance in
the lnbs should be evaluated as part of the total.
Indicate your evaluation by rating the teacher on
each item.

A(excellent) B(good) C(poor) 1; (riot 'relevant)

1. [(:) you favor continued evaluation by stUdents? Yes/No
2. hility to Speak distinety.
5. "ffectivtive use of visual lids
4. ,hi l-ity to motivate students and gain

attention readily.
race of presentation of material.'

6. The instructor's Ability to ,stimulate thought.
7. Instructor's ability to clarify material.
8. Genuine interest in students.
9. Providing for individual differences.
10. Fairness with dealing with students.
11. Availability for individual consultation.
12. The degree to which course lectures, outside

re.idings, and napers complement each other.
13. Ability to plan and organize course

effectively.
14. Interest and enthusiasm about teaching

and subject matter.
19. rstiMate as best you' can how many times

the instructor was absent during the course.
16. Knowlelge of subject matter being taught.
17. Ability'to make classroom work interesting.
18. Approximate homework time each week

in the course.
ln, Fairness of work load.
20. Fairness of teacber4s grading system.
21. The fairness and comPrehensiveness of

exams and other evaluative tools.
22.alne of textbook's to the course.
23. C)uality of textbooks used.
24. Value of othe materials in relation to

course.

66.



25. Ivh;1t grade do you expect to receive in the
course

26. List the zrade you think you deserve in
the com-se.

27. ':ate the teacher is he taught the course.
2g. Rate this evaluat-on form.
29. other p?rtinent comments.

Teacher 'zuhject

73
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The onestonnaire nuidesheet:Conient

Problem:(state the nrohlem how you see i t )

Letter e(' Introdoction:(check each itesq win in the
Tetier)

1. purpose
2.anonymons
3.return data
4.1low to obtain re:mlts:
5..reer prokset director siwnature
60other riicrnatnres
7.Wlortness_.
8.particinant7s filme

Oucstiounlire
Directions:

10anolor,7mus
ions

1.state direct ions of ',ow to 00m-er (91es-tic-Ins__
ft. state Vorr interests in their oniaions_

Subject information:(11Fct ench type or st0tement)

1.
2.
i.

Basic Information:(1i:A each .y,'e of stateTlIcut)

0
0

III
,, Sum-estienq:(tnir uur.no-u- or iii:, ,art i ) rc.........:....________-...:._

,j,. InfortIntioo ";ectiel,)

74

thc.
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The ouestionnaire Guidesheet:Style

1.1 s the questionnaire anonymous: yes no

2.1s the questionnaire as short as possible: yes

3.Does each question have only one purpose: yes no

(You should double check the Ouestionnaire
Guidesheet:Content's sections on Subject
Taformation and Basic Information.)

4.1s the data quantifiable: . yes no

5.Is- the title of the questionnaire"Ouestionnaire": yes no

6.Uow many formats are included inthe questionaaire:

yes-no answers
fill-ins
ranking
multiple choice
open-end

7.Did you utilize any media in the presentation of information:
yes ro (ie:slides,cards,tauescetc...0)

8.Did you include the four basic parts of the questionnaire:
yes

9.Did you use such words as:

"sl_tbiects" yes no
"evaluations" yes no
"data" yes no--- --,
"experimentation" yes no

75
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Divisl of Com.:/unity nil Continuing Education

v,valuation Form:

Course Title

Instructor

Term

In indicating your evaluation of our course please use
the following guide: A(eXccllent) B(good) C(fair) D(poor).
Please inswer each question frankly sad honestly. It is
notnecess:-.ry t.o sign the form.

1). ''ow would you rate the instructor's ability to
plan and orffilnize the course effectively-:

!low would you rate the instructor's knowledge
of the snlyiect matter?

). TTow would you rate his/her enthusiasm
in teaching?

4). !low would you rate the instructor's interest
in and availability to students?

. h;hat did you like nhout*the course?

6). Nhnt did-you dislike about the course?

In light of your experiece, what suggestionS would
you make for ivirro ihc -rn-r L?



The Ouestionnaire Hildesheet:Content

Problem: (state the Problem as how you see it)

Letter of Introduction:(checR each item which appears in the
. letter)

1.purpose
2.anonymous__
1.return data

to obtain tl-e results.
5.reer project director siPAatnre
6.other rArnaturcs
70shortness___.

lulme

Guestionnaire

DirectionS:

.....

3. i,(1 110 I `," 10U
7.0flaswer all ,inestions
3.slate direction or now to answer flnestious
il.state your ,interest in their.oninions

Subject information:(liqt Inch

1.

r
6.

type or si.ale,nent)

Basic lnformation:(lint eoch tyae of stalwleat)

,`711 0 -0 t 1 !Nns: (1 1)111T-1)(1:U' 1 t' i.11 1- el ;*1 0 VIC
!Io5Lic in forria t, i o!1)

7



The Ouostionnaire Guidesheet:Style

1.Is the questiounaire anonymous: yes no

2.Is- the questionnaire as short as possible: yes no

3.Does e.ich question have only one purpose: yes no

(You should doable check the Questionnaire
Guideshoot:Content's sections on Subject
Information 'and. Basle Information.)

4.1s the data ou:Intifiable: yes no

5.Is the title of the questlionniAre"Ouestionnaire": yes. no

100.41.,, !CI

6.lov many _formats are included inibe questionnaire:'

yes-no answers
fill-ins
ranking
multiple choice
open-end

7.1)id you utilize any media in the presentation of information:

yes
.g...0M

no (ie:slides,cards,tapes,etcoo)=4J
8. slid you include the four basic parts of the quectionnaire:

yes no

9,Did you use such words as:

"suhioct," yes no
"evaluations" yes*2...S7V

no
"data" yes no

"eNTerimentation" yes -no
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Advance Preparation-

Topic: Personal Advance Preparartion

1. Know what you want.

Throughout the development of the interviewing process,:,.

you should be able to develop a clear picture of what you

want to accomplish. I call this the "Self-V.sual Aware-

ness Cue." Writing what you want is not enough - you

must also perceive If an architect.is to build a bridge

he must visually see what he is doing. As ar architect

for the interview process, you must not only develop a

blueprint, but see how it, will be used.

2. Know your environmental (i3: community, school, classroom,

etc.) needs and problems. As an interviewer, you should

make sure that the problem you are studying is worth your

time and effort. If you feel that this project would.be

a waste of time, after talking it over with the other in-

terviewers, do not become involved in this project. Your
3

lack of enthusiasm will show during the interview. Pere

are some guidelines:

a. Try not to interview already known

facts: 'research 'what you 'do not

know.

b. Find out if.other communities have

researched similar studies.

c. Find out if your local college or

university has researched a similar

study.

d. Read and study your problem care-

fully.

3. Understand their (the problem's) dimensions: nothing in

life is simple!

a. What are the factors (causes, rea-

sons )-gor yOur problem?

b. What agencies or people are involv-

ed in the problem?
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74.

c. Is the problem year's (or your gromp')?

d. Are there any "good guys" ana -bad

guys" - who, why? .

Iddntify your own biases, prejudices, and objectives: re-

cognize your biases and try not to eliminate your negative

viewpoints - it would take too much times' Here is a list

of some common and not so common biases: People who...

a. interrupt you

b. smoke a cigarette in your face or

while talking

c. play with their cloths while talk-

ing or listening

d. brag

e. use "I" constantly

A.. avoid looking you:in the eye

g. chew gum while-talking

h. are non-stop talkers

i. are too aggressive

j. tap

k. are sloppy,

1. are ugly

m. are insultive

n. "talk" with their hands.

o. are foreign looking

p. have acne.,

q. doodle

5. Be sure to familiarize the projects' history, goals, people,

etc. Yoli are part of a team of interviewers. !People will

expect ydu to know the__basie facts of the project.

. Know what, produces tension. AlI of the following tension

producing elements can be nontheatening to2the participant,

as long as zo_u (as the interviewer) explain their purpose(s):

Forms: help you to remember what tfuestions must be ask-

ed.

Tape Recorders OftssetWO: help you to remember what the

participant has said.

8l)
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Other People In The Room: to observe the behavior of

the interviewee - 2 or 3

heads are better than one-

look fOr verbal and non-

verbia expressions.

!lic: Physical Advance preparation

1. Select a place fOr the interview. This could be a home,

a school, a community center, a business office,. etc.

Here are some helpful reminders:

a. Is this place nonthreatening to the interviewer

and participant? A relaxing room in a house or a comfort-

able office can put the interviewer, and participant much

at ease, while,a bland room can put both parties on the

defensive.

b. Can the participant reach the interview by us or

train (not every person has access to !a car)?

c. Is there parking facilities?

d. Is the place easy to get to (always provide a map

in your Interview Guide Package)?

e. Are their any disturbing noises (construction,

RR, etc.)?

2. Practice preparing the interview room. 'Pry to arrange re-

duction or elimination of interruptions by:

a. taking the phone off the hook, and

b. putting a sign outside the door reading -

Interview In Process. Please Don't

Knock. Any Important Messages Can

Be Written On The Wall-Pad.

Thank You

Try to arrange the seating so that

a. each person can see (eye-to-eye contact) and hear

the other person, and

b. each person seated should be and feel comfortable.

81
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Basically there are three positions which the interviewer-,

participant can be seated:

interviewer and participant on either sideot

a table or desk (can act as a barrier),

. interviewer seated on the side ofe desk

facing the participant, and

. interviewer and participan way from the desk.

A basic misconception interviewersve ds that desks aft ,'

barriers and produce tension. True, a desk can,!be a bar-

rier, but it can also provide information by allowing the

participant to feel that a barrier can exist if he so de-

sires. There are many factors that produce tension such as

(to name a few)

::the type of deslz. A solid tyre of desk, such as

one that comes to the floor' made of heavy dark wood, creates

a tough barrier to penitrate. However, a light e01,Q11 desk

that extends to the floor provides the participant with an

easier comfort. Of'course ahalf-desk provides less of a

barrier than a full-length desk, while a table Provide6':

even less of a barrier.

the type of chair. Interviewers seated In

high padded armchairs have a perception of autnority (the

execuative look), while seated in .a low arm c:lair would

provide less of an authoritative look. By havin.F, no arm

a

rests, the interviewer would have less of an authoritative

perception than that with arm rests.

the color of the room. Dark colors usually

produce more tension than light colors._ I often equate

cirk colored rooms with executive offices.

To ic: When Shoulu I Interview?

,

Ideally, an interview should occur at the participant's own

convenience. However, this usually can not be done' since many

projects have few interviewers and many participantS. Thus,

by prOViding appointment periods,. ,You (as the interviewer) will

know who you will be interviewing prior to thr; interview

82
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so lion and that there will be, in fact, a person to be in,

terviewed2 Now, the big question - "When should I inter-

view?". Answer - hard to say. There are many factors you

should consider.when selectling a time and day. Here are

just a few general suggestions:

1. Who is being interviewed? Housewives and husbands have

different hours, and are usually in different day set

tinge (offie4 house, school, etc.)

2. The hour. Start your interviews (during the week day) at

at 9 AM and finish at 3 PM (remember housewives usually

have to prepare dinner).

3. The day. Mondays are usually busy days - whatever people

forget to do on Fri., Sat., or S)in., they will tend to do

it on Monday. Fridays are usually week-end reservations

day - people tend to deside on Fridays how they will spend

their week-end. Tues., Wed., and Thursdays are the best

days to interview - they are low tension days. Sat. and

Sunday are days when people tend to leave their homes -

relaxation and fun days.

4. 112221112.1. Any time between 8PM and-I1PY is good. You

should remember that days and time should be considered

together.

5. The Season. A Friday night in the winter is different

than a Friday night in the summer.

Winter and Summer: people are indoors and outdoors

in the extremes.

Fall and Spring: 'pedple are outdoors and indoors

more consistantly.

6 You. Remember, as an interviewer, you have a life too!

Inconvenient hours and days can provide biased interview

sessions, which will reflect upon the outcome of the pro-

ject. A time/day appointment _chb.rt should be provided to

the project director and to the interviewer. See'section

on Interviewer Materials.
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Ending The Interview Process,

Topic: Distributing The Questionnaire (Differ nt approaches):

1. Mailing the Questionnaire. You should mail tie question -

naire(s) in a self-addressed stamped envelope. There will

be fewer questionnaires returned than if;hande directly to

each participant and thus returned immediately. However,

since the participant cannot be identified, he m.ght reply

with increased honesty and less tension.

2. Same Setting. By distributing and collecting the question-
,

nacres immediately, you will receive a large numbe of re-

turns.- However, the participants may not reply ho estly

for fear of being identified.

3. Different Settings. By allowing the participants tO take

some the questionnaire(s), and return it within a cetain

time period (but to a different setting: suggestion\box,

office, etc...), you will receive all of the questionnaires

completed (hopefully) and the participants Will replz(hon-

estly. You can list the names of the participants reurn-

ing the questionnaire; however., the envelopes can not', be

opened until all of the questionnaires have been returned.

would be a good idea to have the participants involVed

to insure their peers that the questionnaires will not \be

,opened:

lute: Compiling the Data
You and your fellow interviewers should make sure that all,

the questionalare answered. The suggestion or comment por

tion of the interview/questionnaire need not be answered since

this-is always an option. If participants omit any anwer(S),

the interview/questionnaire can not be used. Charts and 4-

agrams can only be made !from the completed data:

Tozic: Analyzing (Evaluating) the Data

Team work is of most importance when doing reseach. People,

involved directly with everyday functions of analyzing data

should be contacted for involvement purposes. If your project

8 4
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is relevent to your community or agency needs,you can always

seek volunteers to help you. Here are a list of some possible

sources which might be of help to you and your project:

school: counselors, school psychologist, district

educational research director, math teacher,

computer technologist, science teacher.

co unity agency: community counselors, agency di-

rectors, agency research director, social

workers.

U4I

mayor's office: social workers, information bureau.

hospitals social workers, psychologists, in-service

education training unit.

social agency: counselors, psychologists.

buisiness computer centers: technologists.

university (college community college): sociologist,

psychologists, counselors, research director,

dean, business instructors, etc.

When presenting material try to

dvertieing agencies

- newspaper personnel

- publishing houses

- local print shops

What is most,important when analyzing the data is just to re-

port the facts - don't make any wild prediction(s)1

122ie: Writing the Results

When writing the results, it is important to know who will be

4.eceiving the results. If the results will annear in a journal,

it is imeortant for you to know which journal the results will

be submitted. Each journal has a style they want you to use

and it will be cur responsiblity to find out their writing

style criterias. If the rsialts will be submitted to an in-

stitution, find out hoW that institution requests the finish

format. It Would be ideal if the authotities (see above topic) at
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the institution can show you previous examples of acceptable

411
work. Also find out the various ways of presenting your in-

formation. Such medias as slid s, tapes, or bulletin boards

11 have great success. A report that is interesting and un-

ique is a report worth remembering. So sellect your media

with caution and ask for opinions!

Topic: Distributing the Results:

As important as it is to enter a workable research atmosphere,

you should make some attempt to leave in the same fashion.

1..1f you have promised to provide participants with

the results, you should do so.

2. If Sour research project caused inner-personal

conflicts and relieve them.

3. Get some feedback from your boss as to the degree

of his/her satisfaction (or dissatisfaction).

4. If your'project was a disaster, design-a report

xplaining why it was so. Whenever, money or time

has been employed in a project, an explanation (in

writint) of its° results is always required.

,o
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Chapter Six. Thy Interview Guide Paekage

-Thy{ Time (Hour/Day) Appointment. Chart

-Interview P roonal Data Blank

The Interview Data Guide

81.
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An interview guid-J can be of great help to the inter©

since it will id him in presenting material, as well
110 s recording it.

When preparing to write an interview guide, the inter-

viewer must De able ta translate the interview objectives in-

to (1) subgroups, (2) indirect questions which might have to

be answered, (3) probes which may be used, and (4) a listing

of relevant answers that might be used.

Suggestions On Writing The Interview Guide:

1. The Interview Personal Data-Blank could be mailed to the

participant along with a letter of introduction. Official

Paper should be used. A location map should provide visu-

al directions on how to find the interview office or room.

2. The Interview Data Guide should have wide margins and ques-

tions spaced distantly from each other so that tha inter-

viewer Could write observation notes.

3. Since a clipped board will most likely be used, the Inter-

view D ta Guide pages should not be stapled together until

the interview is over. When ever stapled, the interviewer

wou1'i have to take the Data Guide off the clip, turn the

page, and put it back under the clip - thus creating too

much attentions When not stapled together, the interview-

er (without too much attention) would simply slip the Data

Guide page underneath the other pages.

I.D. cards

I.D. (Identification) Cards might, help the interview in that

datum already collected can be easily classified. Also, num-

bers may be used to conceal those people who wish to remain

anonymous.

Carryin7 Cases

Each participant should have their own carrying case in order

to keen.a safe transfer of materials from being lost. It can

be embarrassin g to finish an interview only later realizing

'th'e..t.yeu had lost the necessary papers. So to avoid any future

F.
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embarrassments, get a carrying case (plastic folders, paper

carrying cases, etc.).
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The Time (Hour /Day) Appointment Chart

411 The project director should have a chart of each interviewer's

preference time periods. Also each participant should-have a

chart specifying whom they will be interviewing (either by

number or by name) so that they will be able to review each

participant's file prior to the interview.

Interviewer:

Day--
Sun.rime -

9 - 9:30

[91_30_,-- 1Q

1C

tiC:3C - 11.

11 - 11:30

11:3C - 12

12 12:30

,12:30 - 1

1 1:30

1:30 - 2

2 - 2:30

2_130 3

3 3:3Q

3:3C 4

4= ,:30

8 - 9:30
8:3u - 9

9:3C - 10

Yon. Tues.

1

Wed. Thurs.' Fri. Sat.

t

N C Ii



Name

Intervip Personal Data Blank

Miss

Ms.

Mr.

Addr ss

85.

Age

Identification Code (I.D. cards)

Tilde of Interviewing

Date of Interviewing

Nam of Interviewer
0

4/

91



Participant:

Interviewer:

Location:

Date:

Time:

86.

The Interview Data Guide

(P1ac Questionnaire Her
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